Urgent: Petition against the Amendment to the Schools Act

Added on 07 November 2017

The proposed amendment of the schools act will shortly be tabled for discussion in Parliament and is a source of huge concern.

It proposes to strip School Governing bodies of basically all decision making powers regarding admission of learners, language of tuition and appointment of teaching staff. The amendment will undoubtedly cause an immediate deterioration of service delivery in all schools, including the quality of education provided.

We only have until the 10th of November to voice against it.

Please follow this link, it takes only a few seconds to sign and make a difference:
https://www.gopetition.com/petitions/petition-against-proposed-amendment-of-schools-act.html?sh=+UdjP1Y0ZJ1dwg9ewsxwVDjjQxtKu6WLoqRS7s1+OpW2p5g%3D